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Newspapers and periodicals from Afghanistan – a snapshot from 
May 2006 
 
I. Preliminary remarks 
 
At a stay in Afghanistan in May 2006 my father-in-law Mohammed Faried 
Parvanta in a laborious effort acquired Persian lists of newspapers, magazines 
and radio and television stations from the Ministry of Information and Youth 
(VizÁrat-i IÔÔilÁÝÁt va JavÁnÁn1). These lists give an excellent quantitative 
overview on the current landscape of mass media in the country and I soon came 
to the conclusion that they are a source in itself, documenting a status which will 
have already changed considerably at the moment this article appears. My wish 
to publish them was limited by the question of how to make them accessible in a 
useful way. While speaking about it to my friend Eckart Schiewek who is since 
nine years a member of the United Nations Special Mission to Afghanistan 
(UNSMA) he mentioned another list that had been produced in February 2001 
by UNSMA under his direction and thus reflects the media situation in the time 
of the Taliban (a time where very little is known about the publishing 
landscape). Eckart’s generosity to freely use the 2001 list made it clear that both 
lists should be published thus giving a comparison which to my knowledge 
hasn’t been tried yet. I decided to create a certain frame for the data in providing 
a short historical overview and adding some comments at certain points in the 
lists although I am in no way qualified for a critical historical study of the 
situation of Afghan mass media or periodicals. Instead this small article intends 
to make these two valuable lists available to the interested specialists. Despite 
my few comments both of the lists are basically reproduced as they were. I 
quickly gave up initial thoughts to translate the Persian lists because of the sheer 
size of these lists. My few remarks in these lists appear for technical reasons at 
the beginning of each section. I have also adapted the transliteration scheme in 
the UNSMA list to the LoC scheme of Romanization for Persian. Due to my 
lack of knowledge of Pashtu the titles of publications in this difficult language 
are not always unambiguously transliterated for which I have to apologize (the 
unclear titles have question marks). The original lists which were already 
produced on bad paper have lost a little bit of their low quality in the scanning 
process which was unfortunately unavoidable. 
Of course all thanks is due to Mohammed Faried Parvanta and Eckart Schiewek. 
I would also like to thank my colleagues Günther Fößel and Thorsten Schwarz 
from the small computing centre of the University Library of Bamberg in 
providing much needed technical help to incorporate the lists into the article2.  

                                                
1 The transliteration system used in this article is that of the Library of Congress for Persian. 
2  Contact with the author can be made under andreas.drechsler©uni-bamberg.de 
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Postscript: 
 
A day before I wanted to make this article freely available on a server of the 
University Library of Bamberg I received a copy of a new publication by 
Merjam Wakili named "Journalism Afghan style" which is a German work 
despite its English title3. A first look at the book by Miss Wakili made it clear 
that she has given considerable space to the history of the media in the country 
(p. 21-46) and has of course treated the current medias extensively (p. 48-97). 
Adding to this Miss Wakili has incorporated two lists on medias in Afghanistan 
produced by the Ministry of Information and Culture (p. 198-211) which later 
changed its name to Ministry of Information and Youth. These lists correspond 
with my lists IV -1. (Official newspapers, magazines and periodicals in Kabul 
edited by state institutions) and IV -2. (Privately run newspapers, magazines and 
periodicals in Kabul). The lists do differ only in the time when they were 
produced, thus listing different journals and magazines but in principle they are 
very much the same and coincide at a ratio of 80% with IV -2. and almost 
completely with IV -1. Seeing this and looking at the excellent work Miss 
Wakili has done I was for a while thinking to withdraw this article altogether. At 
a second thought I decided to publish it for a few reasons:  

• the lists that were given to me by Mohammed Faried Parvanta and that I 
can offer here are more comprehensive as Miss Wakili's lists as the 
contain also the provinces, press agencies and radio and TV stations.  

• I thought it to be an advantage for the specialist to have them in the 
original script and language. 

• the chronological difference between the two lists justifies the publication 
as they reflect the rapid development of the media landscape in 
Afghanistan.  

I hope my reasons are convincing enough for readers.  

                                                
3 Wakili, Merjam: Journalism Afghan style : Afghanistans Medienlandschaft und ihre Besonderheiten. Berlin 
2007. The German contents are accessible at http://www.wvberlin.de/data/inhalt/wakili.htm (accessed at 
14/11/2007). 

http://www.wvberlin.de/data/inhalt/wakili.htm
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II. Introduction 
 
Since the political changes in Afghanistan in late 2001 the country has seen a 
very turbulent development. A new political system came into power and efforts 
were undertaken to re-establish a functioning bureaucracy. Educational 
institutions were founded or rebuilt. As part of this overall development the 
publishing sector also re-emerged and the year 2004 was described by the 
Library of Congress Islamabad Office as "an explosion of Afghan publishing"4. 
Besides the large number of books there is truly stunning quantity of newspapers 
and periodicals which partly mirrors the enormous numbers of political parties5 
and marks a sharp contrast to the earlier history of periodicals from this country.  
 
The history of newspapers and periodicals in a modern sense started in 
Afghanistan more or less with “SirÁj al-akhbÁr” which was founded in 1911 by 
the famous scholar MaÎmÙd TarzÐ and occupies together with its successor 
“AmÁn-i AfghÁn” a prominent place in the turbulent history of the Nineteen tens 
and Nineteen twenties6. Although both of them were critical to government 
positions (especially in foreign affairs) Afghan newspapers in the 20th century 
were mostly semi-official newspapers and followed government politics. Before 
1979 Afghanistan's output of newspapers and periodicals was in its vast majority 
steered by official state institutions or educational organizations. The most well 
known newspapers were certainly the dailies “AnÐs” and the only English 
newspaper, the “Kabul Times”. They and other dailies originated in the capital 
Kabul, which naturally was the centre of newspapers and periodicals, since it 
could provide the technical facilities for printing. Nevertheless the major cities 
in the provinces also had their own newspapers some of which were already 
started in the 1920ies (Mazar-e Sharif, Herat, Kandahar). Mainly for political 
reasons independent newspapers always had a hard stand in the country and 
were often banned by the government but re-emerged with more liberal press 
laws in the 1960ies.  
Similar to newspapers, periodicals and magazines were mostly published by 
ministries or state organizations or educational institutions and good number of 
them also found their way into the West, mainly through exchange relations 
between academies of science and libraries7 

                                                
4 http://www.loc.gov/acq/ovop/islamabad/news_isl.html  (accessed at 17/08/2006) 
5 See the CIA World Factbook for the political parties as in September 2004: 
https://www.cia..gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/af.html#Govt (accessed at 17/08/2006). See on the number 
of journals Tutakhel, Mariam: Medienpolitik in Post-Konfliktstaaten: Beiträge zum politischen Wiederaufbau 
am Beispiel von Afghanistan, Duisburg 2006, p. 21. 
6 Both of these very rare journals can be found in the University Library of Bamberg, (http://bib.uni-
bamberg.de/webOPAC/)  
7 See Razi, Mohammad Houssain: Afghanistan, pp. 3-8; in: Mass media in the Middle East, a comprehensive 
handbook. Ed. by Yahya R. Kamalipour et al., Westport 1994, pp. 1-12. Wakili, op. cit., pp. 21-32. Warren, 
Clay: Afghanistan: press media, TV, radio, newspapers; p. 2; in: http://www.pressreference.com/A-
Be/Afghanistan.html (accessed at 21/9/2006), 6 p. A search in the German Periodical Database ZDB 
(http://dispatch.opac.ddb.de) with Kabul as the place of publication currently results in 87 hits which almost all 

http://www.loc.gov/acq/ovop/islamabad/news_isl.html
http://www.pressreference.com/A-
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With near or complete collapse of the institutions that had published and edited 
these publications in the civil war of the nineties most of these official or semi-
official newspapers periodicals vanished although a few were even published 
further on in the Taliban period. The three traditional newspapers “AnÐs”, 
"HÐwÁd"  and the English “Kabul Times” together with the "official" Taliban 
paper "SharÐÝat" (which was started in Peshawar, Pakistan, and then migrated to 
Kabul in 1999) were produced in the capital. Also surprisingly some older 
provincial newspapers and publications inside Afghanistan continued to be 
publicised8.  
Also the surviving opposition parties to the Taliban gave out small publications 
in their territories (The Northern Alliance in BadakhshÁn or PanjshÐr like the 
"PayÁm-i mujÁhid" and the Uzbeks in small North-eastern pockets held by them 
etc.). Of course in all these years of permanent warfare many periodicals were 
published in exile with Pakistan and Iran and - to a much lesser extant - 
Tajikistan (after independence) being the centres of these activities9.  
Of course the fall of the Taliban changed everything, also in the field of 
publishing. The extreme tight control over the few newspapers and periodicals 
was given up and the Karzai government allowed a freedom of press never seen 
before in the country. Since 2002 three laws on mass media have been put into 
place and the new law which was launched in March 2006 has been 
characterised as liberal and leaving the media the necessary freedom10. It 
replaces older laws which were described as being restrictive11. Despite this the 
quantity of newspapers, magazines and periodicals reached stunning numbers, 
encouraged by cheap methods of publishing and printing through desktop 
publishing and encouraged by political parties and foundations which are very 
often financed by the diverse donor countries from the Bonn-Petersberg process 
                                                                                                                                                   
are deceased publications and all belong to this group of official or quasi-official periodicals (search carried out 
at 17/8/2006). 
8 See III. (UNSMA list) and Warren, op. cit., pp. 2/3, especially for AnÐs and HÐwÁd under the Taliban. Both of 
them were very small page wise (4 pages each) and had a circulation of 25.000 and 12.000. Wakili's statement 
(p. 32) on the newspapers published is obviously wrong. 
9 Unfortunately I cannot name any of these periodicals or newspapers from Iran or Tajikistan, but rely here 
completely on information communicated to me by Eckart Schiewek, UNSMA Kabul, in August 2006. Searches 
in bibliographies or the internet remained fruitless. 
10 I have not found any government website explaining the new law but can only offer a press release by the 
UNESCO which dates from 8/3/2006 and says: „Afghanistan’s new law on mass media was launched last week 
in Kabul by the Minister of Information Culture and Tourism, Said Makhtoum Raheen. The law reforms 
Afghanistan’s existing press law which came into effect in March 2004 and replaced the Afghan press law of 
1943. "The new press law guarantees freedom of expression and is unprecedented not only in Afghanistan, but 
also is also unique in the regional," said HE Raheen, speaking at the launch ceremony.” 
http://portal.unesco.org/ci/en/ev.php-URL_ID=21467&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html 
(accessed at 21/9/2006) 
11 See http://www.rsf.org/article.php3?id_article=13421 : “Afghanistan adopted a new press law in March 2004. 
While giving the media a relatively liberal framework in which to develop it also lets the political authorities 
maintain a degree of control over the press. New newspapers and printers, for example, must get a licence from 
the information ministry. The commissions in charge of regulating the print and broadcasting media are under 
the government’s thumb. And foreign investment in the media is strictly limited“ (accessed at 21/9/2006). See on 
ist predecessor,  the press law from 2002, Tutakhel, op. cit., p. 27.  
 

http://portal.unesco.org/ci/en/ev.php-URL_ID=21467&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
http://www.rsf.org/article.php3?id_article=13421
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in 2002. Sometimes one person is editing several papers and magazines. The 
only legal necessary formality under the current press law is the registration of 
the publication with the Ministry of Information and Youth (VizÁrat-i IÔÔilÁÝÁt va 
JavÁnÁn). Licences are not necessary anymore and censorship is currently only 
exercised after the printing through the Ministry, sometimes also by the highest 
SharÝÐah court of the country12.  
Despite these rather liberal conditions for publishing the overall deteriorating 
condition of the country makes publishing and journalism a dangerous and 
sometimes even lethal task in Afghanistan as a number of cases show13. The 
grim outlook of autumn 2007 for the country’s political future leaves it open if 
the above cited "explosion of Afghan publishing" will continue or shall remain a 
short period in the history of intellectual production in Afghanistan.  

                                                
12 Information communicated to me by Mohammed Faried Parvanta in August 2006.  
13 The death of two German journalists from the Deutsche Welle in October 2006 is a striking example (see on 
their death amongst many other reports http://www.taz.de/pt/2006/10/10/a0004.1/text and 
http://www.faz.net/s/Rub475F682E3FC24868A8A5276D4FB916D7/Doc~ED80F6CD34F0D4C969CD9668808
F377F2~ATpl~Ecommon~Scontent.html. [both reports accessed at 8/11/2006]. On other killed journalists in 
Afghanistan see „Reporters without borders“, http://www.rsf.org/article.php3?id_article=11110 (accessed at 
9/11/2006). On restrictions on journalists in Afghanistan see http://www.ifj-
asia.org/files/samsnbulletindecember05.pdf (accessed at 9/11/2006), pp. 3/4; „Reporters without borders“, 
http://www.rsf.org/article.php3?id_article=7706 (accessed at 9/11/2006). An excellent yearly report on the 
freedom of the media in Afghanistan can be seen at the webpage of the International Press Institute: 
http://www.freemedia.at/cms/ipi/freedom_detail.html?country=/KW0001/KW0005/KW0109/&year=2005 
http://www.freemedia.at/cms/ipi/freedom_detail.html?country=/KW0001/KW0005/KW0109/&year=2004 
http://www.freemedia.at/cms/ipi/freedom_detail.html?country=/KW0001/KW0005/KW0109/&year=2003 
http://www.freemedia.at/cms/ipi/freedom_detail.html?country=/KW0001/KW0005/KW0109/&year=2002 
(all accessed at 9/11/2006). 

http://www.taz.de/pt/2006/10/10/a0004.1/text
http://www.faz.net/s/Rub475F682E3FC24868A8A5276D4FB916D7/Doc~ED80F6CD34F0D4C969CD9668808
http://www.rsf.org/article.php3?id_article=11110
http://www.ifj-
http://www.rsf.org/article.php3?id_article=7706
http://www.freemedia.at/cms/ipi/freedom_detail.html?country=/KW0001/KW0005/KW0109/&year=2005
http://www.freemedia.at/cms/ipi/freedom_detail.html?country=/KW0001/KW0005/KW0109/&year=2004
http://www.freemedia.at/cms/ipi/freedom_detail.html?country=/KW0001/KW0005/KW0109/&year=2003
http://www.freemedia.at/cms/ipi/freedom_detail.html?country=/KW0001/KW0005/KW0109/&year=2002
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III. Overview of Persian / Pashto / English newspapers and magazines produced 
in Afghanistan and Pakistan by Afghans, updated 28 February 2001 (list 
produced by UNSMA Kabul) 
 
KABUL 
 
AnÐs = companion (Kabul three-daily Pashto-Persian), established 1927 by 
MÙsÁ GhulÁm MuÎayy al-DÐn AnÐs14 Current editor ÓÁlib al-ÝIlm KhÁÃim 
AÎmad ÍaqÐqÐ / office Kabul at ShÐrpÙr crossing. Price 1000 Afs.  
 
HÐwÁd = country (Kabul three-daily Pashto-Persian), established 1328 h.sh. / 
1950, price 1000 Afs. 
 
Kabul Times (Kabul bi-weekly English), established 1962 AD, current Editor-
in-Chief: M. Suhail ShÁhÐn / Min. Planning. Price 1000 Afs. 
 
SharÐÝat = religious law (weekly) established 1374 h.sh. / 1996, current editor 
ÝAbd al-RaÎmÁn ²Áqib. Price 1000 Afs. First Peshawar-based, since 1999 in 
Kabul. 
 
PESHAWAR - QUETTA 
Newspapers 
 
AfghÁnÁn = Afghans, (Pashto-Persian), by RasÙl AmÐn in Peshawar, ca. every 
one / two weeks. Tel. 091-840318, www.wafa.8k.com, wufa@brain.net.pk. 
 
AmÁnÁt - Sayyid NajÐb AllÁh HÁshimÐ, POB 957, amanat_7@yahoo.com; 
Yearly subscription: 100 Rupies. 
 
BashÐr al-muÞminÁt - messenger of the female believers, Afghan Women's 
Resource center (29.2.2000 - 9th year) POB 1421 University town 
 
IrÁdah = intention, bi-weekly Afghan Media Ressource Center, founded 2001 by 
Sayyid DÁvÙd, Editor in chief: Aîq??? AllÁh PazhwÁk; House # 2, Canal Bank 
Road, UPO Box 909, University Town, Peshawar; Tel.: 41691; Fax: 841785; 
email: amrc@brain.net.pk. Yearly subscription: 100 Rupies. 
 

                                                
14 MÙsÁ GhulÁm MuÎayy al-DÐn AnÐs was a supporter of king AmÁn AllÁh, and founded this newspaper as a private 
publication in May 1927. He had been born in Herat, and received his education in Egypt. During the civil war period (1928-
29), he temporarily edited it under the name of HabÐb al-IslÁm – Beloved of Islam (the rebel king Bachcha ²aqÁb KalÁkÁnÐ 
had named himself HabÐb AllÁh II.). After the victory of NÁÃir KhÁn, GhulÁm MuÎayy al-DÐn AnÐs was thrown into prison, 
and died there in 1938. In 1931 the newspaper came under government control. It existed up to 1973, and then again after 
1975 as a daily newspaper. See also http://www.afghanlord.org/2005_09_01_archive.html. (accessed at 14/11/2007). The 
information given by Wakili (op. cit.), p. 28/29, is not correct. 

http://www.afghanlord.org/2005_09_01_archive.html
http://www.wafa.8k.com,
mailto:wufa@brain.net.pk
mailto:amanat_7@yahoo.com;
mailto:amrc@brain.net.pk
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MahÁz = front (Pashto-Persian), current editor Sayyid GÐlÁnÐ, official organ of 
the National Front of Afghanistan (Peshawar based mujÁhidÐn party, linked to 
the QÁdirÐya). 
 
SahÁr = watchful (Pashto-Persian), daily; editor: MuÎammad NaÞÐm Íusayn 
KhÐl. 
 
TafÁhum - understanding, H. 45 D/3, Old Jamrud, POB 769, UTown, Tel. 
842441 
 
ÓulÙÝ-i sabz - green sunrise, MuÎsinÐ / AnvarÐ Íarakat15 - UTown, POB 930, 
Tel. 824231 
 
VaÎdat = unity, Pashto daily 
 
Magazines (formate A4 and more than 8 pages) 
 
Afghanistan - critical news on Afghanistan by Afghanistan Information Center, 
18E, Sayyid Jamal Afghani Rd., University Town, Peshawar, Tel. 092-40953. 
 
HamkÁrÐ - cooperation; asalam@brain.net.pk 
 
KhÙshah - Hamburg exile community printed in Peshawar. 
 
RawzÁnah - legal-social journal, edited by Committe for Defence of Women's 
Rights, H. 123, St. 5, E-2, Phase I, Hayatabad, Tel. 091-812553; 
rawzana@hotmail.com. 
 
MashÝal - torch, ÍamÐdah VaÎdatÐ, Zakiyyah Íajar, B2 Arbab Colony, Abdarra 
Road, UTown 
 
Mrastah = help, edited by Health Net International, since 1997. 
 
PayÁm-i inkishÁf - message of development, CoAR 19 CHinar Rd, UTown, 
POB 1012, Phone 40789, coarnet@psh.brain.net.pk 
 
PayÁm-i zan - message of the woman, RAWA, POB 374, Quetta. 
 
ÑabÁ - Zephyr, CHA - House 95, Street 6, N3, Phase Four, Hayatabad, Tel. 
817387 - asalam@brain.net.pk 
 

                                                
15 Meaning the party affiliation. 

mailto:asalam@brain.net.pk
mailto:rawzana@hotmail.com
mailto:coarnet@psh.brain.net.pk
mailto:asalam@brain.net.pk
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Ñadaf = pearl, edited by CCA female branch; Since1997 (?). Price 300 Rupies / 
year. 
 
SapÐdah = white lead, (bi-)monthly cultural and political magazine produced by 
Erfan cultural center and DHSA (Afghan NGO) since January 1999; editor Prof. 
BÁrish. 
 
Vatan = fatherland, UPO Box 784, Peshawar. Tel. 817246, or POB 293 BXL 4, 
1040 Bruxelles, Belgium; email: nlcc@pes.comsats.net.pk; Since 1999 (?). Price 
15 Rupies / issue. 
 
NORTH AFGHANISTAN 
 
BadakhshÁn = weekly printed in Fayzâbâd, current editor Sayyid ÝAbd al-
QuddÙs RahÁ. Municipality Fayzabad. 
 
BÐdÁr = awake (weekly) established 1951, current editor (since 8 June 2000):  
KhalÐl AllÁh ËÁfiª before ÑÁliÎ MuÎammad KhalÐq (ex-H.I.-Hek.16)/ attached to 
Dir. Information & Culture Northern Zone. Price 1000 Afs. 
 
DÐwah??? = candle (weekly) newspaper in ShibarghÁn (JawzjÁn prov.), before 
JawzjÁnÁn. Editor ÝAzÐz AllÁh RaÎmÁnyÁr & NajÐb AllÁh ÍikmatjÙ. 
 
DarÐz = light (weekly) newspaper in MaymÁnah (FaryÁb prov.) called before 
FaryÁb (FaryÁb produced in India since 1998), current editor: ÝAzÐz AllÁh 
ImÁ??? & ShÐr MuÎammad KhÁrÁ; Dr. ÝAbd al-RaÎmÁn (founder) QatÐl 
KhÙgiyÁnÐ  (writer) NÐlÁb RaÎÐmÐ (writer) WafÁ (writer) (1996); Tel. 30393; 
Price 1000 Afs. 
 
IttiÎÁd = unity (weekly) newspaper in Pul-i KhumrÐ; editor NaqÐb AllÁh SulÔÁnÐ 
Fayª al-DÐn (journalist), MuÎammad RafÐÝ (BNA) (2000) 
 
MajmÙÝah-yi maqÁlÁt-i ÝilmÐ = scientific journal, Balkh university. 
 
WEST AFGHANISTAN 
 
IttifÁq-i IslÁm = Consensus of Islam (weekly) newspaper in Herat established 
1299 (1920); editor Muhammad QÁªÐzÁdah / Dir. Information & Culture; Tel. 
3113; Price 1000 Afs. 
 
Awrang-i hashtum = monthly magazine of Literary Society of Herat, founded 
1420 / 1999; editor: MuftÐ LaÔÐf AllÁh ÍakÐmÐ (removed November 2000). 

                                                
16 Meaning Íizb-i IslÁmÐ, lead by GhulÁm al-DÐn ÍikmatyÁr 

mailto:nlcc@pes.comsats.net.pk;
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Haft qalÁm = Information & Culture Herat colour magazine, Editor: AÎmad 
SaÝÐd ÍaqÐqÐ, founded 1420 (2000).. 
 
EAST AFGHANISTAN 
 
NangarhÁr daily = weekly (!) newspaper in JalÁlÁbÁd; NangarhÁr province. 
 
Majallah-yi JalÁlÁbÁd = magazine 
 
Majallah-yi KhÙst = magazine 
 
SOUTH AFGHANISTAN 
 
ÓulÙÝ-i afghÁn = Afghan sunrise; weekly published in Kandahar; 
 
Arghand = monthly magazine published by literary society of  Kandahâr, 
founded 1378 = 1999-2000; editor MullÁ ÝAbd al-ValÐ HalamyÁr ???; Office of 
Dir. Information & Culture Kandahar. 
 
KhilÁfat = Caliphate; two-monthly magazine; editor: MullÁ SardÁr MuÎammad 
ShakÐb; Office of Dir. Information & Culture Kandahar; Tel. 0092-81-837707 & 
210442. 
 
KandahÁr = two monthly magazine of the Directorate of Information & Culture 
Kandahar; editor: MawlavÐ Qudrat AllÁh JamÁl. 
 
Islamic Emirate = English bi-monthly magazine. 
 
Hilmand JarÐdah = bi-weekly published at LashkargÁh. 
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IV. Lists of Afghan newspapers, periodicals, radio and television stations as 
registered with the Ministry of Information and Youth (VizÁrat-i IÔÔilÁÝÁt va 
JavÁnÁn) from May 2006 
 
IV -1. Official newspapers, magazines and periodicals in Kabul edited by state 
institutions 
 
Persian title: 
RÙznÁmah’hÁ, majallÁt va jarÁyid-i dawlatÐ, pÁytakht, KÁbul 
 
Certainly this list of 73 journals incorporates familiar sounding names for the 
connoisseur of the Afghan media landscape. Old and well known state run 
publications have been revitalised like AnÐs, HÐwÁd, IÒlÁÎ and the Kabul Times 
(nos. 44, 45, 46, 43, all published by the Ministry of Information), but also a 
number of lesser known official magazines like UrdÙ (the journal of the Afghan 
Armed Forces, now named Afghan National Army, no. 37), ÀryÁnÁ, 
AfghÁnistÁn, KhurÁsÁn, KÁbul (all published by the Afghan Academy of 
Sciences, nos, 10, 15, 16, 17), ÝIrfÁn (published by the Ministry of Information, 
no. 50), PayÁm-i Îaqq (no. 33, published by the Ministry of Guidance, 
Pilgrimage and Pious Foundations – VizÁrat-i IrshÁd, Íajj va AwqÁf) etc. 17. 
PamÐr (no. 3) has to be included into this group as well as Jirgah (no. 23; 
published by the Ministry of Border and Tribal Affairs, VizÁrat-i UmÙr-i 
SarÎaddÁt, AqvÁm va QabÁyil) and probably also Farhang (no. 41; published by 
the Ministry of Information, Culture and Tourism, VizÁrat-i IÔÔilÁÝÁt, Farhang va 
TÙrÐzm)18.  
 
 

                                                
17 IÒlÁÎ is a traditional bilingual newspaper founded in 1928. See on IÒlÁÎ and the others also Razi, op. cit., pp. 3, 
4, 6,7.  
18  PamÐr dates in its origins back to 1951. See the entry in the journal catalogue of Harvard University Library 
(http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:hul.eresource:hollisct, accessed at 4/11/2007). Jirgah can be traced back to 1982; 
see the entry in the WordlCat (http://www.worldcat.org, accessed at 4/11/2007), Farhang is a rather late journal 
from 1989 (also in WorldCat, accessed at 4/11/2007). 
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IV -2. Privately run newspapers, magazines and periodicals in Kabul  
 
 
Persian title: 
RÙznÁmah’hÁ, majallÁt va jarÁyid-i ÁzÁd va ghayr-dawlatÐ, pÁytakht, KÁbul 
 
Little can be said on this impressive number of 299 privately run publications in Kabul alone. Editors (ÒÁÎib-i imtiyÁz) are 
labelled but need the specialist of Afghan politics to tell something on the possible political background of the editors. Cultural 
associations, religious organizations, political parties, NGOs and other associations are also named  (nos. 11, 17, 22, 27, 29, 39, 
57, 73, 95, 108, 112, 117, 121,  130, 132, 135, 142, 149, 159, 161, 170, 190, 191, 200, 205, 209, 210, 221, 222, 223, 225, 228, 
229, 230, 234, 242, 243, 246, 251, 253, 261, 265, 277, 278) and again a deep knowledge on the current politics would be 
needed to make relations between editors, parties etc.19 

                                                
19 See on the non-state publications the short entry in Wakili, op. cit., pp. 55-58. 
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IV -3. State publications in the provinces  
 
 
Persian title: 
List-i nashriyah’hÁ-yi dawlatÐ dar vilÁyÁt 
 
Again little can be said about these official publications in the provinces. All are named after the province where they appear 
but nothing is known to me about their content. Astonishing is the big variety in the number of copies produced for some of the 
journals. The standard number of copies seems to be just 300 (including big and important provinces like Herat) but some are 
produced with the astonishing number of 2.000. Surprisingly smaller provinces like SamangÁn, JÙzjÁn and Helmand have state 
publications with these larger numbers of copies and also in LÙgÁr and PanjshÐr the publications are produced in 1.500 copies 
while the important province of Kandahar has a mere 1.000.  
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IV -4. Independent publications in the provinces  
 
 
Persian title: 
List-i majallÁt-i ÁzÁd-i ghayr-i ÎukÙmatÐ-i bakhsh-i vilÁyÁt 
 
All provinces are equipped with non-state-affiliated periodical publications and some even can provide several competing 
journals. One would need to know the political situation in each province to be able to interpret why Balkh and NangarhÁr each 
have 6 periodicals while Kandahar only has 2 periodicals. Certainly political stability and a militarily calmer situation will 
encourage this, but again a deep knowledge is needed to make comparisons.  
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IV –5. Registered independent, non-state journals in the provinces that are accessible 
 
 
Persian title: 
List-i jarÁyid/majallÁt-i ÁzÁd va ghayr-i dawlatÐ-i vilÁyÁt kih muvaffaq bih ³abt va rÁjistar shudah and 
 
Unfortunately I cannot offer any interpretation of this list and how it corresponds to the previous one. The titles for the 
provinces are different and there is no apparent connection. Also the number of publications mentioned is by far larger. One 
can maybe assume that the people who assembled these lists did have numbers of these journals at hand but that’s only a guess. 
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IV -6. News agencies in Kabul  
 
Persian title: 
Àzhans’hÁ-yi khabarÐ dar markaz  
 
The press agencies numerated below are partly also listed in the site world-newspapers.com such as Hindokosh News Agency 
(Àzhans-i Khabar’rasÁnÐ-i HindÙkush, no. 3), Pajhwok Afghan News (Àzhans-i KhabarÐ-i PazhvÁk, no. 4), Kabul Press 
(Khabar’guzÁrÐ-i KÁbul Pris, no. 5) and Afghan Islamic Press (Azhans-i islÁmÐ pris, no. 6).20 Strangely enough the official state 
press agency Bakhtar isn’t mentioned.  

                                                
20 http://www.world-newspapers.com/afghanistan.html (accessed at 6/11/2007) 

http://www.world-newspapers.com/afghanistan.html
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IV -7. Television stations in Kabul 
 
Persian title: 
Shabkah’hÁ-yi tilivÐzyunhÁ-yi kayblÐ dar KÁbul 
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IV -8. Independent radio and television stations in Kabul 
 
Persian title: 
RÁdiyÙ’hÁ va tilivÐzyunhÁ-yi ghayr dawlatÐ dar markaz 
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